Centre for Educational Development
HE Lunchtime Forum
Friday 18 November 2016, 1.00pm – 1.55pm, Old Staff Common Room
(Sandwich lunch available from 12.45 pm)

You are invited to the next Queen’s University Higher Education Lunchtime Forum. These events
provide an opportunity for colleagues to exchange good practice, innovative methods and tested
approaches in Higher Education learning and teaching. The theme of this session is:
USING PEERWISE
PeerWise is a tool which allows students to generate a shared learning repository of multiple
choice questions. (This 90 second video explains the fundamentals). This session will provide a
brief overview on the functions of PeerWise but focus on how students of Dr Elaine Farrell,
School of History, Anthropology, Philosophy and Politics and Dr Bin Xu, Queen’s Management
School have used it to develop their learning.

Programme
12.45 pm – 1 pm

Sandwich lunch

1 pm – 1.10 pm

Introduction to PeerWise, Gill Kelly, Centre for Educational Development

1.10 pm – 1.30 pm

Elaine Farrell will explain how first year History students engaged with
PeerWise as part of the module ‘Deviance in Britain and Ireland, 17001900’. It will outline issues that arose from student and staff perspectives
and offer practical tips on ways to use PeerWise as part of the curriculum.
Comment will be made on student learning and engagement, including
experiences for students registered with Disability Services.

1.30 – 1.50 pm

Bin Xu will outline how he used PeerWise in a first year Accountancy
module to enable his students to create a series of multiple choice
questions which they could use for collaborative learning, as well as test
and exam revision.

1.50 – 1.55 pm

Close

If you have a Queen’s staff number you can register via Queen’s Online for this or any of
the other CED courses. Full instructions for booking are on the website. For information
or for assistance with registration please email the Centre at ced@qub.ac.uk or telephone
extension 1447.

